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THE ANTICIPATED STIMULUS

With the expected economic downturn
due to the Movement Control Order,
the Prime Minister, Muhyiddin Yassin
announced RM250 billion worth
economic stimulus package known as
Prihatin Rakyat on March 27.

The package involved direct cash
distribution to the family of B40 and
M40 as well as microcredit scheme for
small and medium-size enterprises
(SMEs), among others. As seen by the
top issue following the announcement,
the media highlight does not only
include the financial incentives.

Aside from the many 
measures mention, the 
trending ‘Mak Cik Kiah’, part 
of the Prime Minister 
anecdotal speech is also 
gaining traction. The use of 
everyday people example as 
‘Mak Cik Kiah’ to 
communicate the benefits of 
the aids to the B40 has been 
an important media highlight 
and has become a trending 
keyword in social media. 

‘MAK CIK KIAH’?

Top issues of PRIHATIN
27th March



GROWING ECONOMIC CONCERN
FOR BETTER OR WORSE?

Like any other move proposed by the government, the stimulus package is 
expected to be challenged or criticized by the opposition. Mak Cik Kiah, the 
pseudo character used by the Prime Minister in his speech has now become a 
double-edged sword, an effective communication tool or a potential weapon by 
the opposing party through satire and troll.

While the trending ‘Mak Cik Kiah’ has been picked up by both mainstream media 
and social media to gauge the public sentiments and in identifying the real 
conversation surrounding it, the term can be a useful indicator on the 
deliverability of the stimulus package speech. As such, social network analysis 
serves as a useful tool. 

SOCIAL NETWORK ANALYSIS

A social network is a social structure of people,
related, directly or indirectly, to each other
through a common relation or interest. On the
other hand, social network analysis (SNA) is the
study of social networks to understand their
structure and behaviour.

Social network analysis can be used to analyse the
rise of a new trending keyword in social media. In
the context of Twitter, creating a map of all the
conversations that arise with the keyword in all
the different accounts help us to see how they
relate to one another. This would allow a
comprehensive visual overview of the discourse
produced from the new trending keyword and
discover the clusters formed out of this trend.



GROWING ECONOMIC CONCERN

Utilising Twitter as the data source, the social media site was crawled from 
2020-03-27 at 00:00:00 until 2020-03-29 at 23:59:59 under the topic “Mak
Cik Kiah” to provide a comprehensive view of the discourse in social media 
immediately after the announcement of the stimulus package.

INTERPRETING THE RESULT

The interaction between accounts or the hashtag is represented with a line 
between the node. While each node is represented by a colour of its cluster, the 
node may also interact with other node outside of its colour cluster. The rest of 
the network analysis can also be summarized as follows:



Based on 974 papers related to COVID-19, the network cluster of Clinical Finding 
terms are shown as follows. The overall dominating term is ‘Fever’ while the 
prominent terms in each cluster are as follow.

The first cluster represents the group research papers related to influenza. The 
second cluster mainly correlated on the COVID-19 status as infectious disease that 
cause severe acute respiratory syndrome. The third cluster emphasizes more on 
the clinical symptoms in the case of acute respiratory distress while the fourth 
cluster represents the correlation on milder symptoms as fever.

MAK CIK KIAH NETWORK

Friday, 27th March

Based on the trending keyword, on the date of unveiling the stimulus package, a 
total of nine clusters were identified in Twitter. Each node, which represents the 
account or hashtag is coloured according to the cluster it belonged to.  The 
clustering is based on a similar or almost similar conversation.

The purple cluster is the densest cluster indicating the highest number of accounts 
or hashtag participated in the conversation. Out of the nine clusters, the magenta 
cluster is excluded from the analysis. The cluster had several influential accounts 
with their own isolated conversations,  causing difficulty to conclude the leading 
conversations in the cluster.
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Overall Network of “Makcik Kiah“ at March 27, 2020

While there can be many nodes in each cluster, the prominent label that
appears is the account or hashtag with the most interaction, also known as the
influencer. Here is a filtered network that shows the relationship between
cluster clearly. These networks consist of Twitter accounts that tweeted or
mentioned minimum 15 times on Friday. We can see that the account
of @hanifjamals, @Indra__, @bablooo, @only_bcsw, @SyafaatNasir and the
hashtag #makcikiah were among the prominent node.

The Influential Node
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A more detailed look on each cluster shows the leading influencers in each 
conversation. In the first purple cluster is the compliment tweet from @hanifjamals
for the speechwriter. Live tweet from @501Awani was leading the green cluster 
along with the hashtag #makcikkiah. In the blue cluster, tweet from @SyafaatNasir
about how simple and understandable the speech become the most influential 
tweet. Quoting the speech and giving her respond made @umairafifah received so 
many responses in the orange cluster. A short video about PM speech successfully 
made @only_bcsw lead the yellow cluster. Tweet from @bablooo_ on how she was 
impressed by the use of Makcik Kiah example is also among the influencer list. While 
a meme from @Indra___ and @ainurluvsciken is topping the influencer list in their 
respective cluster. 

TOP INFLUENCERS

@hanifjamals

@SyafaatNasir

@ainurluvsciken

@only_bcsw

@bablooo_
@umairafifah

@lndra___

@501Awani
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TOP TWEET: Neutral and Positive

@hanifjamals
@SyafaatNasir

@only_bcsw

@bablooo_

@umairafifah

@501Awani

The content of each leading tweet is shown below. A closer look at the contents 
represents a positive feedback from the public as well as neutral media coverage by 
Astro Awani. 



TOP TWEET: Satire and Mocking

@ainurluvsciken
@lndra___

On the other hand, trolling and satire is obviously the trend of choice among some
of the youngster in the social media. The content, however, does not display
negative vibe to the stimulus package, rather a comedy takes on the fictional
character.

In @ainurluvsciken’s meme, she is displaying the fictional character in newly found
fame given the household name is mentioned live all over the country by the Prime
Minister during the stimulus package announcement. Meanwhile, @Indra__ is
poking fun at Mak Cik Kiah for being rich after the pandemic, sharing an image of the
middle-age celebrity, Kartina Aziz with golden jewellery.

To understand the individual perception of the trending keyword, the profile of each 
of the top influencers are observed. Given the fact that Astro Awani is a news 
publication and will most probably depict neutral stand, hence, the profile of actual 
Malaysians as the main influencers are analysed and the conversations surrounding 
the individuals are highlighted.



INFLUENCER PROFILE:

The account first joined Twitter 
in July 2017. In less than three 
years, @hanifjamals which 
goes by the name ‘Anep’ has 
accumulated 163.4 thousand 
followers. In his bio 
description, Anep has inserted 
a link to his Youtube channel 
which has 21.3 thousand 
subscribers.

It is learned that Anep has his own business. He
sells kerepek (chips). Since the lockdown
enforcement, Anep found it difficult to carry out his
business like normal.

He probably lives in Petaling Jaya (PJ) as the lockdown is
affecting Anep’s business in terms of restocking his
products; J&T expressed that stocks can no longer enter
PJ at the time being, since it was declared as ‘Red Zone’
by the Ministry of Health of Malaysia (KKM).

Anep has appeared very supportive of
the Government’s move on the
lockdown. In his Tweets, he pleads
netizens to stay at home to contain
the spread of the Covid-19 virus.
He has also appeared very optimistic
towards the Economic Stimulus
Package announced by the Prime
Minister.

@hanifjamals



INFLUENCER PROFILE: 

The user of the account is a man 
probably in his late 20s or early 30s. 
@SyafaatNasir has more than 40 
thousand followers on Twitter since 
2013. Meanwhile, he follows 511 
people. 

It is noticeable that @SyafaatNasir
made a number of tweets on 
Tunetalk which is deemed 
promotional in nature. It cannot be 
sure if he works for the 
telecommunication company 
because he did not specify it in his 
bio section.

During the lockdown, @SyafaatNasir
also made a poll on Twitter asking the 
people on what they expect from 
telecommunication companies during 
the lockdown.

His recent tweet appears to be 
in support of Perikatan Nasional’s 
move during covid-19 lockdown. 
He expressed his gratitude to 
the frontliners and the cabinet 
ministers.

He also criticised individuals who 
refused to comply with the 
lockdown.

@SyafaatNasir



INFLUENCER PROFILE: 
nana ♡ 𝕏𝟙 (@only_bcsw) is
following 706 accounts and has 724
followers. The account was created
in April 2017.

The account is K-pop fandom
account, especially on the boy
band, X1. The profile picture and
the cover photo showcased
X1. @only_bcsw flooded the page
with tweets and retweets of K-pop
and usually received a very low
amount of feedbacks.

@only_bcsw’s recent tweet sharing a video 
of Muhyiddin explaining Prihatin Rakyat 
received 5.3k retweets and 6.2k likes.

The account said that PM using the example 
of Mak Cik Kiah is cute. 

@only_bcsw

@only_bcsw is happy with
the Prihatin Rakyat initiative and thanked
Muhyiddin for it, including using the
hashtag #prihatinrakyat. The account
also pokes fun at Mak Cik Kiah, but in a
friendly manner.

The account also made a series of
retweets on Muhyiddin’s tweets that
explained the details of the economic
stimulus package.



INFLUENCER PROFILE:

Indra (@Indra__) is following 
346 accounts and has 1,212 
followers. The account was 
created in January 2011.

It is his personal account, but 
he kept his identity 
anonymous by not showing 
his face.

From his cover photo and 
profile description, he is a 
fan of late night talk shows, 
especially when hosted by 
Stephen Colbert and John 
Oliver.

His recent tweet poking fun 
at Mak Cik Kiah is popular, received 
4.9k retweets and 5.7k likes. He 
poked fun at Mak Cik Kiah for being 
rich.

He also teased Malaysiakini for their 
headline, ‘Mak Cik Kiah terangsang’. 
On a more serious tone, he shared a 
satirical image that showcases 
equality and equity, stating 
that Prihatin Rakyat is an equality 
initiative.

Regardless, he did not show his 
political affiliation in his tweets. He 
usually makes funny tweets to 
express himself and his interest such 
as gaming (PS4).

@lndra___



INFLUENCER PROFILE: 

just.anasofea (@babloooo_) is a
personal account, quite recently
created in January 2019. The account
has only 78 followers, while only
following 17 accounts.

Her tweet on Mak Cik Kiah received
4.9k retweets and 6.5k likes.
She found the Mak Cik Kiah example
funny, yet efficient in conveying the
message.

She also praised Muhyiddin for his
speech, but she did not explicitly
express her political affiliation on this
tweet or her other tweets.

She also responded to her friend’s
comment, treating the account as
her personal social media.

@babloooo_ is seen to be more
active in tweeting due to the MCO.
She was seen spreading a positive
message through her tweets amidst
the COVID-19 pandemic. Her usual
tweets did not receive a high number
of retweets or likes.

@bablooo_



INFLUENCER PROFILE:

Lady in Black
Abaya (@umairafifah) is a Malaysian
who loves travelling. With 115
followers, her Twitter account does
not have substantial response except
for her now-viral tweet
on Makcik Kiah that has garnered
1.7k retweets and 3.1k likes.

Her Twitter presence is more active
in 2015 with her own statements
while in recent years she mainly
retweeted other contents.

Based on her retweet activities it is
obvious that she is in favour of the
effort done by the newly elected
Prime Minister and the cabinet. She
also recently tweeted at herself
quarantine measure after her travel
trip in order to contain the outbreak.

@umairafifah



INFLUENCER PROFILE: @ainurluvsciken

Twitteruser @ainurluvsciken claim
ed herself as a die-hard fan of Zayn
Malik. Her Twitter profile is
flooded with her favourite
celebrity.

She created her account in
November 2011. The number of
her followers is not staggering,
with only 727 followers.

She becomes an influencer in the
network because of her tweet on
‘Makcik Kiah’ the day the Prime
Minister announced the stimulus
package.

Her self-created meme is
retweeted by many and also
featured in Rojak Daily. The tweet
has since become viral as it
gathered 2.9k retweets and 3.4k
likes.

Her Twitter account
is not political. She
was less visible in
making her own
statements and
mainly tweeted on
celebrity culture and
retweeted on viral
videos and pictures.

The Mak Cik Kiah
meme seems to be
the only post that
threw her in the
spotlight.



A look at the network growth on the succeeding day showed three influential 
nodes. The number of people that interacted with @SyafaatNasir’s tweet about 
how simple and understandable the PM’s speech, was growing bigger on 
Saturday. The memes coming from @ainurluvsciken about how famous Mak
Cik Kiah is after the PM’s speech also gained more attention on Saturday. 
Meanwhile, compliment tweet from @hanifjamals for the PM’s speechwriter was 
still part of the dominating conversation on Saturday.

The Growth of The Network

@hanifjamals

@SyafaatNasir

@ainurluvsciken
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Saturday, 28th March



Then comes the interesting part. The magenta cluster has now gained new
influence on Sunday, 29 with the arrival of Syahredzan Johan (@syahredzan) tweet
on the speech. The lawyer who is also the political secretary to DAP parliamentary
leader, Lim Kit Siang is known to be highly critical of the current government. Yet
his presence this time is not to criticise on the incentives that will be received by
‘Mak Cik Kiah’, rather, @syahredzan gave some advice to netizen not to complain
about the targeted aid for the B40 and the frontliners.

@syahredzan
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The Growth of The Network
Sunday, 29th March



GROWING ECONOMIC CONCERN
A CAUSE TO BE APPLAUDED

There are obviously voices of criticism in
media as shown by the opposition remarks
as ‘Kiah Tertipu’ among the top highlight.
Yet, in social media which represents the
voices of common people, there is a lack of
traction to the opposing voice. Of all the
influencers on each cluster,
only Astro Awani appeared as a media
influence while the rest of the influencers
are real individuals with their opinions. In
fact, five out of the eight influencers have
less than one thousand follower, indicating
their newly viral tweet is just a spur-out-of-
the-moment expression that received a lot
of response among the netizen.

As such, the Facebook page of the Prime
Minister is now flooded with positive
feedbacks as the netizen expressed their
gratitude and thankfulness over the newly
announced incentives.

TOP ISSUE: Muhyiddin Yassin’s Facebook

Top Issues PRIHATIN – Cost of Living
March 30
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FACEBOOKWe are research-based entity focusing on open source data
intelligence. Leveraging on Big Data and Artificial Intelligence, we
establish various data storytelling in many context such as price
intelligence, social listening, economic intelligence and media
monitoring.
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